
Lost At Sea 



�  You have chartered a yacht with three friends, for the 
holiday trip of  a lifetime across the Atlantic Ocean. 
Because none of  you have any previous sailing 
experience, you have hired an experienced skipper and 
two-person crew.  

�  Unfortunately in mid Atlantic a fierce fire breaks out in 
the ships galley and the skipper and crew have been lost 
whilst trying to fight the blaze. Much of  the yacht is 
destroyed and is slowly sinking.  

�  Your location is unclear because vital navigational and 
radio equipment have been damaged in the fire. Your best 
estimate is that you are many hundreds of  miles from the 
nearest landfall.  

�  You and your friends have managed to save 15 items, 
undamaged and intact after the fire. In addition, you have 
salvaged a four man rubber life craft and a box of  
matches.  



Your Individual 
Ranking 
Do this by yourself! 

No Talking! 
You have 10 minutes. 



Group Ranking 
�  With the people at your table, discuss your answers 

and rankings.  DO NOT change your individual 
answers. 

�  As a group, come to consensus on a ranking as a 
group. Give your reasons and take note of  your 
process. 

�  If  you need anything, please ask. 

�  You have 20 minutes to complete this task. 



Coast Guard Ranking 
�  On the Ranking Chart worksheet, record your 

individual scores and your team ranking.  Each 
person should have a paper.  

�  Write in the Coast Guard Ranking 











Total Your Scores and the 
Differences 

�  Figure the totals in the two right hand columns and 
add your scores. 





Reflection 
�  On a sheet of  notebook paper, Write your Monroe heading, 

and write a 4-5 paragraph reflection on this task.  Include 

1.  Summary of  the task. 

2.  Some of  the choices you made and using examples and 
reasoning from your first worksheet. 

3.  Some of  the choices your team made and why those were 
different or the same from your ranking.  Use evidence from 
your team discussion and chart. 

4.  Write about your process – How did you come to consensus?  
Which scores were better?  Why do you think the scores were 
different?  How did your team score compare to the coast 
guard score? 

5.  What kind of  conclusions can you draw from the data and 
the process?  Use examples to defend your conclusion. 



Resources 
�  Edited and adapted from “Lost At Sea” by Grahame 

Knox  http://insight.typepad.co.uk/lost_at_sea.pdf   

�  All images licensed for reuse 


